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Find out how much you know about electricity by answering these questions.
1. Here is a picture of a circuit.

Using the symbols for the battery, the bulb, and the wire listed below, draw a circuit
diagram for this circuit.

Bulb

Battery

Wire
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2. Imagine you are walking down the street and you see a loose wire from a utility pole lying
on the ground, with one end still attached to the pole. What are two safe things you might
do?

3. You have just put together a circuit.
After you have completed the job,
the light does not go on as you
expected it to. What are two things
you would do to try to figure out
why it did not go on?
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4. Here are some electrical devices connected
by wires and a switch. The bulb is on
now. What do you think will happen
when the switch is closed?

5. What do you think you learned about electricity this year?

6. What questions do you have about electricity now?
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Products

Student

Teacher’s Record Chart of Student Progress for Electric Circuits

Lesson 2: Drawing of lightbulb
Lesson 2: Drawings of flashlight bulb lighting
Lesson 3: Activity Sheet 1
Lesson 4: Drawing of household bulb
Lesson 5: Activity Sheet 2
Lesson 6: Activity Sheet 3
Lesson 7: List of conductors and insulators
Lesson 9: Drawings of hidden circuit boxes
Lesson 10: Drawing of circuit using symbols
Lesson 11: Drawing of series and of parallel circuit
Lesson 12: Drawing of circuit with a switch
Lesson 13: A flashlight
Lesson 13: Drawing of the circuit of their flashlight
Lesson 14: Drawing of circuit with diode
Lesson 15: Drawing of wiring plan for house
Lesson 16: A successfully wired house

Specific Skills

Lesson 16: Drawing of house as wired
Can light flashlight bulb
Can draw inside of household bulb
Can demonstrate successfully the places to touch the bulb to light it.
(Activity Sheet 3)
Can use the circuit tester and can locate circuit problems
Can use circuit tester to identify conductors and insulators
Can use circuit tester to solve hidden circuit boxes
Can use circuit diagram symbols to draw a circuit
Can predict the bulb brightness in series vs parallel circuits
Can create series and parallel circuits as needed
Can construct a switch and use it to turn a circuit on and off
Can construct a flashlight
Can successfully draw the wiring of the flashlight
Can put the diode in a circuit and demonstrate its one-way characteristic
Can wire a house so rooms are lighted and can be switched on and off

General Skills

Can successfully draw the wiring of the house
Follows directions
Records observations with drawings or words
Works cooperatively
Contributes to discussions
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